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Financial Services and Markets 

CASS: the DvP exemption: changes from 1 December 2014 

 
 

In June 2014, the Financial Conduct Authority ("FCA") published PS 14/9, its long-awaited policy 

statement on the client assets regime for investment business (the "Policy Statement").  The 

Policy Statement introduces changes to client asset and client money rules resulting from its 

earlier consultation in CP 13/5 published in July 2013.   

The rules reflecting these changes are being introduced in three phases: a set of changes providing clarifications to existing rule 

requirements came into force on 1 July 2014; a number of substantial changes come into force on 1 December 2014 (subject to a 

transitional relief of six months for some pre-existing arrangements); and the remainder of the amendments come into force on 1 

June 2015.   

One of the more significant revisions that will come into force on 1 December 2014 relates to the current exemption from the 

custody rules in CASS 6 and client money rules in CASS 7 for money or assets held by a firm in connection with certain eligible 

delivery versus payment transactions (the "DvP exemption").  Under the existing rules, a firm may temporarily disapply the custody 

rules or the client money rules (as applicable) in relation to money or assets held in connection with delivery versus payment 

transactions which meet certain conditions: broadly, that the transaction takes place through a commercial settlement system and 

that it is intended that settlement is to take place within one business day of the fulfilment by the client of the payment or delivery 

obligation and in any event actually settles by the close of business on the third business day following the date of payment or 

delivery of the asset by the client (the so-called "DvP window"). 

The FCA had found two issues with the existing rules:   

• the FCA had seen many interpretations from firms as to what a "commercial settlement system" is in practice, as it is not 

currently defined. The exemption therefore may have been applied more widely than had been the policy intention; 

• some firms were not clear as to when the DvP window actually starts, thereby "stretching" the window beyond what was 

intended - in a few extreme cases, this had been for months. 

Commercial settlement system  

The FCA has addressed this issue as follows: 

• The term "commercial settlement system" will be specifically defined as:  

"a system commercially available to firms that are members or participants, a purpose of which is to facilitate the 

settlement of transactions using money and/or assets held on one or more settlement accounts".  

The term "settlement account", which is referred to in the above definition, will be defined as: 

"an account containing money and/or assets that is held with a central bank, central securities depositary, central 

counterparty or any other institution acting as a settlement agent, which is used to settle transactions between 

participants or members of a commercial settlement system". 

 

 

http://www.fca.org.uk/your-fca/documents/consultation-papers/cp13-5
http://www.fca.org.uk/your-fca/documents/policy-statements/ps14-09
http://www.fca.org.uk/your-fca/documents/consultation-papers/cp13-5
http://www.fca.org.uk/your-fca/documents/policy-statements/ps14-09
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The definitions alone are not sufficient to achieve the policy intention and so a new rule states that: 

• the exemption is not available where the firm is not a direct member or participant of a commercial settlement  system or is not 

sponsored by such a direct member or participant.  (The U.K. CREST system is an example of a system which has both direct 

and sponsored members); 

• the exemption cannot be used merely because the relevant transaction is settled by a third party on behalf of the firm (e.g. as a 

settlement agent) through that third party's account held at a commercial settlement system. 

DVP window 

• In terms of clarifying when the DvP window begins, the amended rules will essentially provide that: 

- in respect of a client's purchase: 

� the DvP window will start from the date of the client's fulfilment of its payment obligation to the firm (provided 

the firm intends for the asset in question to be due to the client within one business day following the client's 

fulfilment of its payment obligation); 

� the DvP window will then close when the relevant DvP transaction settles or, if it has not settled, on the third 

business day following the date on which the client fulfils its payment obligation to the firm; 

- in respect of a client's sale: 

� the DvP window will start from the date the client fulfils its delivery obligation to the firm (provided the firm 

intends for the asset in question to be due to the firm within one business day following the firm's fulfilment of its 

payment obligation to the client); 

� the DvP window will then close when the relevant DvP transaction settles or, if it has not settled, on the third 

business day following the date the client fulfils its delivery obligation to the firm; 

The FCA says in the Policy Statement that it is a matter of agreement between the firm and its client as to how and when the 

client is taken to have fulfilled its payment or delivery obligation as applicable.  

 

• If the DvP window closes without settlement, a rule will enable a firm to segregate its own money as client money (if its 

permissions allow) in an amount equivalent to the value at which the safe custody asset is reasonably expected to settle instead 

of holding the client's safe custody asset in accordance with the custody rules. 

Client consent 

• A new rule will provide that a firm seeking to make use of the DvP exemption must obtain the client's written consent to the use 

of the exemption.  The agreement documenting this consent must be retained for as long as the firm relies on (or intends to rely 

on) the DvP exemption in relation to that client. 

Timing 

The new rules come into force on 1 December 2014.  

Under a transitional provision, firms with a pre-existing client relationship as of that date need not comply with the new and 

amended rules until 1 June 2015 in respect of that client, unless they make material amendments to the terms governing that client 

relationship before then.   

However, any firm which takes on new clients on or after 1 December 2014 will have to comply with the new and amended rules in 

full, including obtaining client consent.  For such firms, the transitional relief in relation to their pre-existing clients may in practice be 

limited to allowing them until 1 June 2015 to obtain those clients' written consent to the use of the DvP exemption.  This is because 

in practice a firm may find it easier to ensure that its DvP arrangements with pre-existing clients are in all other respects consistent 

with the rules that must be applied in relation to all new clients as from 1 December 2014. 
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For further information on any of the issues discussed above, please contact any of the financial services partners named below. 

 

Travers Smith LLP 
10 Snow Hill 
London EC1A 2AL 
 
T +44 (0)20 7295 3000 
F +44 (0)20 7295 3500 

 

Jane Tuckley 

jane.tuckley@traverssmith.com 

+44 (0)20 7295 3238 

 

Margaret Chamberlain 

margaret.chamberlain@traverssmith.com 

+44 (0)20 7295 3233 

 

Mark Evans 

mark.evans@traverssmith.com 

+44 (0)20 7295 3351 

 

Tim Lewis 

tim.lewis@traverssmith.com 

+44 (0)20 7295 3321 

 

 

Phil Bartram 

phil.bartram@traverssmith.com 

+44 (0)20 7295 3437 
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